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~+JFRGy s~R1~ ~ A ~~ETmvE WORLD

M. G. Stevenson
Los Alamos National Laboratory

The world is shrinking and becoming increasingly
interconnected. Events in one part of the world quickly impact other
parts of the world. Rising standards of living in developed countries
along with rapid communications and growing, mobile populations go
hand in hand with greater worldwide interconncc~edness, but at [he

same time arc leading to a greater rate of resource depletion.
Adequate and economical energy resources arc one of the crucial
faclors in maintaining and increasing standalds of living around the
world, yet nonrenewable energy resources arc being depleted.

The international marketplace is also becoming more lighlly
interconnected and competitive. Increasing trade competition
among nations may contribute to greater economic efficiency and, on
the whole, to improved living standards in successful countries, but
competition also contributes to barriers against cooperation.
In:crnational trade competition may be leading io a tendency for
competing nations to become more parochial in technology research
and dcvclopmcn~.

The impac: of growing populations and rising living standards
on [he worid’s environment is also increasing and becoming more
prvasivc. Solid waslc disposal is an increasingly aggravating
problem, and hazardous and toxic wastes arc even more difficull 10
deal with. Acid rain, global climate change, ozone layer depktion,
stream and harbor pollution and the resulting pollution of the cccans,
we all cvidcncc of a highly interconnected world.

Energy Sc~’urily
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objective to set policies and develop technologies to help reduce
reliance on imported oil. Oil dominates energy markets; no
satisfactory substitutes have been developed; and it has become the
one irreplaceable fuel. It is the only energy medium of this kind: it

is relatively ubiquitous in source and use; it can be easily stored in
nearly end-use form; it is transptablc; A it can repke all ~er
energy sources (but others cannot easily replace it, @cularly in
transportation). Current global proven oil reserves will last about
five decades at today’s production rates. The problem is, however,
that the global distribution of resewes is very uneven. About 70% of

cument proven reserves are in the Middle East. Exploration to
discover new non-OPEC reserves and development of new
technologies to exploit residual oil in known fields kome extremely
important in this context.

Fortunately, in the late 1980’s the world has a large excess oil
production capacity (about 10 million bbl/dayl or abt 20% of
current worldwide production). Oil moves free!y in * world
market, and prices are relatively low and stable. I’hs, energy
security is not as immedia{e a problem as it appea.d to IM in the
70s. An unfortunate result of this is tha~ energy tahnology research
and development programs are not nearly as popular nor as well
funded. Further, at current rates of oil demand increase, the current

excess production capacity will be gone by the year 2000 (albeit
new capacity can be added relatively easily in the Pusiaht Gulf

region). It is, therefore, still highly important to casider energy
security seriously and to address energy technology R&D in this
context.

An important consideration is the dependence of real and
~rccivsd energy insecurities on liming. For the ve~ shoti term, i.e.,
months, the greatest energy security concern is that of sudden
disrupion 0( even small Jm(mnts (e.g., a few percent) of oil supplies
10 those coun[ries m(NI dependent on imported oils (including the
1’, S,, Western EurOpc, dnd ldpm)m Such a disruption can cause prices
to soar. which in turn ctin ciIusc a major economic disruption. “rhe
insurance to prolccl ag~insl su~hh short-mrm disruptions can be
ut}mp{)scd of n~ti~y pur[s, c,,g,, s[[)rcd s[ralegic rescwcs, conscrvalion,

on of
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production capability have taken the edge off the short-term supply

disruption problem compared to [he situation in 1973-74. A sudden,

unexpected small drop in prduction from any of the major
producers would likely set off a round of hoarding and price shocks,

but the market would probably adjust relatively quickly.

The more critical problem over the mid-term (the next few
decades) is !hat of [he changing mix of suppliers as production

declines and reserves begin to be depleted in areas outside the
Persian Gulf. The U.S. has less than a 10-year supply of proven oil
reserves at cument production ralesi Production is falling in the

lower 48 states and cannot be sustained in Alaska much longer
without additional fields. Most of the other major producers outside

the Persian Gulf region have reserves sufficient for only a very few
decades. Granted, this does not mke into account undiscovered

resources and enhanced recovery uhniques, hut it also does not

take into account increasing worldwide demand. lo any event, there
is the likelihood that in Q few decades worldwide oil production will
shift far more to the persian Gulf than now.

Of course, gas, coal, and other sources, inc!udin~ nuclear energy,

could ilicrease their contributions substantially and delay this shift.
Currently, gas. hydropower, coal, nuclear, snd other non-oil sources

supply about 56% of the total energy consumed in the developed
countries.’ Non-oil fossil reserves are substamial. Gas reserves can

provide an energy equivalent nearly that of oil resmes, and coal can
provide many times that of oil. As is tmc for oil, the reserves are

unevenly distributed around the world, with the Persian Gulf region
and Soviet Union having major shares (30% and 40%, respectively) of
gas reserves, and [he U.S. and U.S.S.R. having maja shares (almost
30% each) of coal reserves. onc key to decreasing oi! demand is 10

provide economic conversion of gas and coal IO liquid tran:;portalltm

fuels.

Nu~.lcar energy can also play an importanl role in Iesscning oil

dcrmind, as it already has, by increasing its use In electricity
generation, Ilowcvcr, it is difficult to believe [hat prcscn[-genc:~tion
nuc.lcar pltin[s will be fur!hcr deployed rapidly enough 10
suhsl;inliully ln~tru:lsc [heir present fraction of to[al eleriricity

g~.nrr~[lng ~-ilptitiily. Indeed. ir; [he (J, S. the nuckar gcucrtili(m shiir~
of Io!al uapucity C[NJM drop significantly as demand in~mrr:lscs

(prrwnlly til nc;~:ly 4’% Jnnutil rate of increase), no ncw nu(’lcar
plonls urc dcploytd (n{mc have twcn ordered since 197H und iiit r][)[
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likely to be for some time), and older plants reach [he end of their
design life and arc shut down. Replacing older plants will require

substantial new generating capacity- to be added in Ihe 2000-2020
time frame in the U.S.

Beyond the next few decades, the long-term problem is that of
replacing fossil sources with one or, hopefully. more of the
“ine~haus[ibles:” solar, the fission breeder reactor. fusion, and

geothermal {when hot dry rock or m~gma geothermal are included).
The challenge of today’s energy technology development programs
for each of these is to show that each can be competitive with the
marginal energy production COSIS from the current dominan[ source,
i.e., oil at $15-22 /bbl. This is a worthy challenge. Ceminly if, for
example, solar photovoltaics breakthroughs could lead 10 electricity
production costs in the few cents/kwh range, then our energy
concerns would be considerably ameliorated. However, since Middle
East oil production costs are below 3S/bbl rather ~han the
$ 15-22/bbl present prices, it is plausible that OPEC would simply
drop prices to maintain or even increase its total energy market
share, in the process driving higher-cost oil production out of the
market.

As we have seen in the past two years, there are strong
internal pressures within OPEC to maximize total profhs, which
indicates OPEC WIII maintain prices as high as possible rela[ive to

competition f~om other sources. For this reason, it is very important
in [he near to mid-term for other energy technolt~gies 10 strive 10

compete with oil prices in the S1 5-22/bbl range. “Slaying close”
even without greater milrket penetration is very important from
both an energy security and economics viewpoint. I;ven if oil
~ltcrnatives cwrno[ heat a $1 5/bbl price they will provide J ~.tiling if
Ihcy arc readily avuilahle. From [he unergy scuuri[y viewpoint, we
musI always hc ready to rcplticc oil with mhcr tmly slightly mow
L.tJsIly (ht~pcfully) s(mrccs. This, {)f c(~urse, does n~)[ address Irtidv
IMI;IIILOCS or movement of wwtilth pr{)hlcms, whi~.h U[NJM UISO in
[hcmsclvcs m;lkc greu[cr invcs[mcnts in energy [c~.hn~)logy
dcvel~)pmrn[ w~;rthwhi!c. I:ur[hcr, for the long [crln, we must m:lkc
\urr thtit inl’xh:~us[ihlc ~(~ur~.cs will IW avail ;~blc whf:n nlw’c~s:~ry iil

costs [h;t[ :Irc c~.(m(mliu iir]tl u’111 lIiIvc JcccpI:Ihl L* ~“rl~lrol][l]cr][;il ;tnd
w}c’itil inlp:l~.[s,
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Environmental Effects

Environmental impacts could shortly become more of a driver
of energy use patterns than production costs or supply security. We
do not yet know whether the impacts of extensive fossil fuel use.

(e.g., air pollution, acid rain, and, possibly. global climate change) will
lead to an early curtailment of their use or, prhaps more likely, to
financial disincentives imposed on their use. We are beginning to
feel more directly the economic impacts of nuclear fission power use

curtailment due to perceived safety and erlvironmental impacls.
Whether justified or not on a technical basis. pressures to reduce

public risk from reactor accidenls and radioactive waste
transportation and storage, combined with the COSLSof new plant

construction. have led to the curren~ hiatus on further deployment of
commercial nuciear plants in the US. for the foreseeable future.

Technology Contributions

Certainly, improved and new technology must begin to make
more substantial contributions to energy and environmental needs as
we go into the 21st century. Also, energy conservation can be

substantially improved, which helps in both energy and

envircmmenta! arenas. For example, the U.S. DOE Energy Security
report~ of 19S7 provides a range of conservation scenarios lhal
would yield energy savings equal to 5-12 million bbl/day oil

equivalent by the year 2000.

Reducing oil imports by increasing energy efficiency requires a
broad set of programs. Research on automobile engines and
materials has provided a unique opportunity for the DOE weapons
lab(~ratories (Lawrence I.ivcrmore N~tional Laboratory, Los Alamos
5ititionai [.aboramry. and Sandiu \Talional Laboratories) lo use lhcir
suhsluntiul experimcnt~l and ct]mpultitional modeling capilhililics.

As a result of [his prt)grwn. ftinded hy the DOE’S Errcrgy and
(m(mvrrsion “I’cc.hnologics (ll(”(; ”1’) olli~’c, the nti[iorl’s aulomolivc
induslry is investigating inrrovativc engine designs [ha[ impr~~vu fuul
cc[m(mly und rcducc emissions, I:undlng by the E(’lJT Office has ;ilst~
ruiulttd in new, high -[cnlpcrtilure m~terials thtit can be used in
(’ncrgy conscrvti[ion ilppli CtillonS. “l’his Iatler inilialivc has rc~ulld
in 22 Iiccrl%cs lt~ industry. A “fil:llcrials by Design” pro~:r;~m, :IIs()
sponsurc’d by Ibis (Jffi~’c, is (!cvcli)l)ing compul;iliorr le~.ht’iqul”s 111;11

will ;Iccclcru Ic [hc dLhVClIIp IIIL*III of IICW mti[~”ri:)ls,
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Renewable energy must also contribute more substantially in
the future. To quote from the Energy Security report ... ‘the United

States and ~he world will, in time, come to rely largely on energy
sources that are essentially inexhaustible, possibly including
advanced nuclear fission reactors, fusion, and many diverse sources
that arc commonly lumped under the term ‘renewable energy.’ ... The
combination of solar, wind, geothermal, hydropower, and biomass
energy represents an extremely large resource base that, over the
long term, could become a major new source of energy supply.

Perhaps the greatest advantage of these rcnewablcs is simply that
they are based on technology, rather than on inseam resources. The
resources that underlie ~hem (including innovative ideas) are
indigenous. They are not subject to politically induced disruptions.

Their costs are likely to drop, rather than rise. By its very definition,
renewable energy can significantly reduce energy security problems,
but only whenever and wherever it is available at a reasonable cost,
in sufficient quantities, and in the desired ●pplications. The very

presence of additional, substitutable energy options in the
marketplace will tend to moderate the size and frcqueacy of swings
in conventional fuel prices .. Renewable-energy technologies have
excellent expon potential m the developing countries.=

Because it is indigenous, renewable energy is ~ure and
provides a range of flexibility and options unobtainable with other
sources. For example, there are active solar markets in states with
widely differing climates--including Arizona, Colorado, Florida, and

LNew York. Passive solar heating techniques, a large part of which
were developed at Los Alamos, are being incorporate in buildings

and homes throughout the United States. Geothermal energy, now
available only in California and a few neighboring states, can be
developed in every region of the U.S. by exploiting the Hot Dry Rmk
technology being developed by Los .Alamos.

Solar photovol~aic technology is making substantial progress;
this has alrcudy rcsul[cd in significant cost reductions. Continuing
technical advances in materials and concentrator technology can lead
to improvements in durability and efficiency--and eventually

perhaps [o costs [hat can compete with conventional electricity
generation technologies.

over [he Itmg term. ihcre can & no doubt that lcchnnlogy-
htiscd applic~tions (>( rcncwablc energy can promote sc~.urc and

adequate energy supplies at stable. pred~ctable iosts. Rrncwable
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energy is based on abundant, diverse, nondepletablc resources
available in every region of the U.S. Most renewable energy
technologies can be assembled in relatively small building blocks or

modules, which permit additions to energy supply in smaller units
than is common for conventional technologies. This is a distinct

advantsgc when energy demand projections are uncertain, and when
growing financial risks are associated with construction of large
supply units such as more conventional generating plants.

Enhanced oil recovery technology can make substantial

contributions and is pwticula.rly valuable to the U.S. in terms of the
capability for replacing imported oil. In January 1988, DOE Assistant

Secretary for Fossil Energy, Allen Wampler, announced ‘the core of a
new initiative” in enhanced oil recovery at an address to the

American Society of Mechanical Engineers: “Our target must be the
estimated 3(XI billion bancls of oil in this nation that is either
immobile or is mobile but currently unrecoverable.” Since oil was
discovered in 1859, somewhat more than 130 billion barrels have
been produced, so this is a huge target. This new initiative was
announced, acc~rding to “Inside Energy,” after a nationwide suIvey
of the private and state sectors, conducted by the DOE, revealed a
consensus for an expanded federal role in oil recovery R&D “as long
as it is done in partnership, not in competition, with the oii industry. ”
The initiative is to address: 1) reservoir char ~cterization; 2) drilling

technology, well completion, workover and quipmen[ retrofit; 3)

environmental aspects; and 4) novel concepts for enhanced recove~.
One cutcome of this initiative is the new Oil Recoveq Technology
Partnership program just established between Los Alamos and
Sandia National Laboratories to work on enhanced oil recovery
technologies in partnership with U.S. oil companies.

Similarly, in response to several national concerns, [he U.S. DOE
has established the “Clean Coal Technology” program. These concerns
include the need to address acid rain and related environmental
issues, reduced employment in coal producing stales, the decline cf

“smokestack” industries, technology to augment the stagnant nuclear

power industry, and the necessity to develop a more competitive U.S.
Technology base opening up export markets for both the coal
resource and coal technology.

f a recenl conference al [AM Alamos National laboratory on
“Supp.i[ for the U.S. Coal Industry by the Na[ional I.aboratorics,-



emphasis was placed on the need
Research needs were identified in

for advanced

many areas,
research for coal.
including:

o coal combustion modeling
o conversion of coal-derived syngas to methanol

o development of coal slurry engines
o in-situ techniques to produce residual methane

o fuels for nonutility applications

Safe, economic nuclear power is also needed to meet future
electricity generating capacity needs. The grow?h rate in electricity
demand in Ihc United States is now about 4% ~per yew rather than
the projections of 2% per year made only a few years ago. Replacing
existing, but aging, coal-fired and nuclear generating plants in the
next few decades while also keeping up with the growth in demand

will require building hundreds of new plants. Nuclear power must
be an available option to meet these needs because it povides the
only proven alternative to continuing to bum fossil fuels for large-
scale generation of electricity. Electricity has increasingly become
the end-use energy of choice. Of long-range potential is the
development of fuel cells and advanced batteries as power supplies
for vehicles--the major consumers of oil and the heaviest
contributors to air pollution. Regenera,,ng vehicle energy storage
from ti~e electrical grid during off-peak hours can m~ie efficiently
and fully use available capacity.

A rapid deployment of new nuclear plants in the U.S. during
the next decade is not possible; in fact, new commercial plants are
not likely !O be ordered in the near future. Many problems remain
to be solved before new orders arc placed. Most importantly, public
confidence in nuclear safety must be rcgainal. This can be
accomplished by developing and demonstrating improved designs
and assuring a safe and environmentally acceptable high-level
radioactive waste repository. Among the advanced designs that
could be deployed in the future are the Modular High-Temperature
Gas-Cooled Reactor and the Integral Fast Rcactcr, which also offers
the promise of an essentially inexhaustible source when used in a
uranium-235 breeding fuel cycle.

Finally, proving the technical and economic feasibility of
magnetic confinement fusion energy could provide the needed

assurance of a long-term and essentially inexhaustible energy source
that would be environmentally attractive compared to fission energy.



Practical fusion energy is many decades away and is an enormous
undertaking best approached through substantial international
cooperation as is already occurring more than in any other energy
technology area.

As is true for long-term energy technology development,

environmental assessment also calls for extensive international
cooperation. Technology can add much to this process. Particularly

in global climate change assessment, large-scale modeling using
supercomputers is essential, even if still needing improvement.

International cooperation to extend data bases is strongly needed.

Models for International Cooperation

International cooperation is readily presumed to & a good
thing, but at the same time the reality is that nations are competing
fiercely--from superpower military arenas co sales of high-

tcchnology manufactured goods and basic commodities, including oil,
and achieving greater cooperation requires considerable care. The
most basic level of needed cooperation is to define a set of rules that
keeps the game on a Ieve! playing field, such as rules establishing
free market access, A second level involves establishing cooperative

allocation of constrained resources, such as in the lEA emergency oil

allocation process. Finally, cooperation among nations is most
worthwhile if it goes futiher than these two kvels and improves on
what would otherwise be a zero-sum competitive ganw. This is the

most important area for exploring new modes of international
cooperation, including those in which U.S.-Soviet scicntilc

cooperation could lead the way.

There are a number of close-to-home examples that can serve
as models of bilateral, multilateral, and international cooperation.
One of the most interesting areas of U.S. - Soviet coopation in
recent years is that of verifying that underground nuclear tests stay

below the 150 kiloton yield threshold established by the Limited
Test Ban Treaty. The two Joint Verification Experiments performed

in 1988, one at the U.S. Nuclear Test Site in Nevada and the other at
the Soviet test area at Semipalatinsk, both with side-by-side U.S. and
Soviet participation, showed a remarkable degree of cooperation,

considering the national security sensitivities of nuclear testing. The

somewhat parallel opening of each of the two countries to on-site
inspection teams and short-notice inspections for verif~cation of the
Intermediate Nuclear Forces Treaty is equally remarkable.
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Verification is important in cooperative ventures, particularly
when the stakes are very high as in superpower nuclear deterrence.

In the similarly sensitive nuclear safeguards area of detecting the
diversion of nuclear materials from civilian to military purposes,

countries who are signatories to the Nucle: ~ Nonproliferation Treaty
agree to allow inspectors from the International Atomic Energy
Agency to perform unannounced inspections of sometimes
commercially sensitive nuclear facilities. In the verification and

safeguards situations, countries give up a small degree of their
sovereignty voluntarily to assure that all involved abide by the rules.
Verification is an important concept that can provide assurance (an
extra degree of trust) that an agreement will be followed.

Science and technology cooperation often falls into two
categories. The first is simply the open scientific interchange of ideas

and technical results that occurs through open publications and

conferences. In this case, participants tacitly accept the notion that

all gain through open scientific exchange. The second category
includes formal scientific ~~greements in which people, funds,
equipment, and/or data are exchanged on a fair trade basis. Many of

these have occurred in the energy technology area. At Los Alamos,
we have been involved in U.S.-Soviet magnetic fusion energy

information exchanges for three decades now. We have also been
involved in specific international exchange programs in hot dry rock
geothermal energy (U. S., Japan, and the Federal Republic of
Germany), in reaclor safety (U.S. , Japan anti the FRG, also the U. S.,
France, U. K., Japan, and the FRGj, in tritium systems R&D for magnetic
fusion energy (U.S. and Japan), in Reversed Field Pinch magnetic
fusion energy (U. S., European Community, and Japan} and in nuclear

safeguards bilateral agreements between the U.S. and Japan. Beyond

these official agreements, [here have been many other informal but
extensive scientific collaborations in such areas as solar energy and
fuel cells.

A somewhat different !. .nd of cooperation in the energ) area is
that of technology assistance. Los Ahtmos, through a progralll funded

by the Agency for International Development in [he U.S. Department
of State, provides energy and mineral resource assessment and
development assistance to six countries in Central America. One of
the fundamental ideas in this program is for these countries to
develop more of their own infrastructure for plunning and using
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their indigenous energy resources, such as hydrothermal energy, to
decrease their dependence on imported oil.

From past and cument examples of cooperation wc can learn
much that is relevant to greater international cooperation in energy

and environmental technology areas and to energy security even in
the context of increasing international trade competition. Countries

can cooperate in precommercial research and still remain highl~
competitive in the commercial are~a.

We need stronger international cooperative efftis in global
climate change and ozone layer depletion assessmen~ International

agreements IimIiting discharge of chlorofluorocarbons are moving
forward. Similar agreements limiting fossd fuel burning would be
much more difficult to implement but could ultimately be necessa.q
if global climate change proves to be a real eff’ect and there are no
alternatives. Increased international cooperation in pswiding

technical assistance to lesser-developed countries in developing
renewable energy Souices is worth considering as one way to lessen
the impact on these countries if fossil fuel burning eventually must
be restricted. Technical assistance in reforestation may also be
reasonable. In energy technology areas, continued international

cooperative programs are essential, particularly in precommercial
areas. There can also be strong advantages to pursuing large-scale
demonstrations through multilateral programs, such as is being done
in magnetic fusion energy with the International Tokomak
Engineering Reactor (lTER) project.
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